The Remarkable
Story of 10
Historic Concrete
Pavements in
California

Ten of these historic concrete streets are
profiled to tell this magnificent story.
In-depth documentation compiled by
NCE includes sources such as: historical
societies, local agency records, period
newspapers, and current visual surveys.
Each profile describes the construction
and maintenance aspects, but also
touches on the important role the street
has played in the community!
BELOW - NCE selected these 10 California
streets for this study.

ABOVE - More than mere streets, these
collectors hosted a wide range of local
community activities.

Many concrete
pavements constructed
in the 1920s and 1930s
in California are still in
use today, serving
communities for 70 to
90 years with little to
no maintenance.
Concrete pavements were first
constructed in the United States at the
end of the 19th century.
Several of these concrete streets are just
now coming up for rehabilitation or
reconstruction, making it a perfect time
to tell their story.

The construction and material details for
these projects largely followed
specifications from their era. Some
interesting construction practices show
wet curing by means of damp dirt or
sand cover with an exposed aggregate
finish. From a materials standpoint, the
concrete consistently featured an
aggregate top size of 1” to 1 ½”.
The original bid information provides a
sharp contrast to current pricing.
Nostalgia sets in with the realization
that $183,339 bought the infrastructure
as well as 90-year concrete pavements
for all of Balboa Island in 1925.
Cost analysis shows
that construction
and maintenance of
these roads
represents roughly
$0.10/square yard
annually.

In general, with the California climate
being conducive to long-life concrete
pavements, this study demonstrates that
with superior design, wise material
choices, and robust construction
practices, concrete pavements have the
potential to remain in service for 90
years or more!

ABOVE - Original bids as recorded at the time
of design.

Designs for these streets
exemplify the strength and
durability of well-placed
Portland cement concrete.
Thicknesses range from 4” to
8” of jointed plain concrete
pavement (no rebar
reinforcement) with typical
thicknesses between 5” to 7”.

ABOVE – Cross-section excerpt from original
plans.

Modern design uses shortened joint
spacing, but these streets feature
transverse joints 20’ to 100’ apart.
Further testament to the durability and
design of these streets can be seen in
the population (and resulting traffic)
increases that have grown between 4
and 40 times since original construction!
Visual distress surveys found varying
degrees of cracking on all of these
streets, mostly attributable to the large
slab sizes. Localized patching is
prevalent on these streets for both
repair and utility cut purposes.

ABOVE – Concrete pavement promotion from
the San Bernardino County Sun, December 5,
1930.

The detailed study report is available
for download directly form the CNCA
website homepage at
www.cncement.org.
In addition, the California Nevada
Cement Association provides a wide
range of case studies, design and
construction resources, research and
more for pavements, geotechnical and
other cement applications.

www.cncement.org

